
●Date of Donation : Middle of June~
●Places：The City of Los Angeles, Long beach, Glendale

Public elementary and middle schools in LA

Hawaii. (Mask:180,000 pcs, Sanitizers:10,000bottles)
JAPAN all 47 Prefectures (Mask:470,000 pcs)

●Total number of Donation at this cycle：Sanitizer 40,000 bottles
Mask   650,000 pcs

First Cycle of This Project

We are working on a project where our organization provides scarce 
goods such as sanitizers, face masks, and groceries to all 50 United 
States.
In addition to providing scarce goods, we are establishing online 
schools for children are not able to commute to schools worldwide. 

We are supporting people who are patiently cooperating with stay-at-
home orders by providing entertainment content such as workouts to 
aid in our battle with COVID-19.

We also are working on a system of distribution of sales and donations 
for sanitizers delivered to us on a weekly basis and putting in the 
repetitive effort of selling and donating until our goal of all 50 states 
getting support is achieved.

We want this project to be a collaborative effort where each individual 
who makes a purchase can then spread awareness of this project and 
be a part of it so that we can rely on ourselves by helping each other 
and progressing toward the end of COVID-19.

Furthermore, we ask for your kind cooperation to keep this project 
permanently sustainable through repeat business and not just a one-
time donation.
All profits will go toward the next project. https://en.gantale.com/

https://vtuberstudio.com/

20675 S Western Ave Suite 120 Torrance CA 90501
Phone:424-358-1744
Email:info@gantale.com

https://rin-asobi.com/

https://en.gantale.com/
https://vtuberstudio.com/
https://rin-asobi.com/


-Description-
｢ Profit will be donated ｣
｢ Product of USA ｣
｢ LET’S BEAT COVID-19 TOGETHER ｣
｢ SAVE THE WORLD ｣
｢ OPERATION TOMODACHI ｣
｢ Kills 99.99% Alcohol 75% ｣
｢ 2FL OZ(59ml) ｣

For more information on
Save the world Hand Sanitizer Products contact

N.H.B.Quest , Inc.
18344 Oxnard St , #201 ., Tarzana , CA 91356
T. 310.928.1585      F. 310.388.1585      

info@nhbquest.com
http://www.nhbquest.com/


